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Exhibition SETTING
"RADICAL - If you're going to try, go all the way"
is a virtual exhibition conceived and implemented
by twelve students of the Master's degree in Art
and Culture Management, from the IAE of Nice,
which will take place from 19 February to 5 March
2021.
The IAE Nice, the University School of Management
of the Côte d'Azur University, is open to the
company and the world. It offers courses that meet
the identified needs of companies by providing its students with knowledge (strategy,
marketing, finance, human resources management, communication...), specialised know-how
and general and operational management skills.
Within the setting of the Master in Art and Culture Management, these new skills enable
students to take on managerial and leadership roles, projects and evolving responsibilities in
cultural and artistic organisations and structures.
The courses are taught in Nice and Vence, two places which have a strong resonance in terms
of artistic heritage and creative abundance. The Master 2 is a professional training course,
supervised by university lecturers and researchers, also active in the cultural sector. The project
of the exhibition is an application of the lessons followed, by the realisation of an event in
professional conditions.
Following on from previous years, the 2020-2021 class, sponsored by the artist Marcel Alocco,
is taking over to present the eighth edition of an exhibition-competition.
Due to the current health situation, the student team of the M2 ofArt and Culture Management
has opted for innovation by proposing, for the first time in its history, a completely virtual
exhibition. Thanks in particular to the support of the city of Nice, the various works of the
artists will be able to be observed on a digital platform and will be accompanied by various
activities and mediations. The exhibition is organised around a call for applications from
contemporary artists who wish to take part in the event, with no territorial limits or constraints
of medium. A jury of professionals will select the candidates according to aesthetic criteria, a
high level of professional standards and the suitability of the works to the proposed theme, in
order to ensure the coherence of the proposal. In addition to the professional jury that awards
a prize to an artist, visitors are also involved in expressing their preference during the
exhibition, being awarded by a second prize, the public prize. A specific cultural programme is
proposed during the event, in order to encourage interaction and exchange in this very special
health context.
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THE team
The Art & Leadership exhibition is a project led by the students of the Master 2 in Art and Culture
Management, a unique programme offered within IAE Nice, whose objective is to train future managers
in the artistic world.
With its international cultural diversity, our team is made up of twelve members each coming from a
specific background such as communication, marketing, management, art history, law, animation or
geography.
Motivated and united by this common artistic and cultural passion, the team wishes to create a unique
exhibition celebrating audacity and artistic creativity in a context of great uncertainty.
It is the richness of our ideas, skills and personalities that will make this project a success!

The Student Crew(from left to light) : Maxime, Chloë, Ariane, Anaïs, Tiphaine, Aïssata, Sandra, Victoire, Félix,
Quentin, Jean-Baptiste & Daniel.
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initial venue of the exhibition
The International naïve art museum - ANATOLE JAKOVSKY

Initially, the International Naive Art Museum of Anatole Jakovsky opened its doors to host the new
edition of the exhibition-competition. This year, an innovative virtual exhibition will be proposed in
order to meet the various sanitary constraints. Opened in 1982, the museum welcomes the donation of
Anatole Jakovsky who devoted his life to the support of “marginal & minor” artists. Initially as an activist
for the recognition of modernists, he turned his back completely to defend the cause of “naïve” artists.
Recognized in the 20th century as one genre of art in its own right, naive art nevertheless suffers from
the non-academic and self-taught character of its representatives. The translation of the word naive in
Québec becomes «undisciplined», echoing the freedoms taken by artists in relation to the supposed
norms of the discipline. The International Naive Art Museum of Anatole Jakovsky hence appears as a
place conducive to the creation and expression of this freedom. An intimate and familiar setting to
welcome a little-known art, described as «naive» because spontaneous, individual, favoring the interior
vision of the painter.
Therefore, the International Naive Art Museum of Anatole Jakovsky appears as the ideal place to
promote the notion of radicality in art, a symbol even of the creativity of some artists.
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PRESS RELEASE
VIRTUAL EXHIBITION-CONTEST
RADICAL – If you’re going to try, go all the way
At this moment, it is essential to hold a strong relationship with culture and artists. The
second-year Master’s students of the Arts and Culture Management at IAE-Nice will held
their first online exhibition from the 19th of February to the 5th of March 2021.
From February 19 to March 5, 2021, a dozen artists will share the stage with the aim of
cultivating this sense of creativity present within each one of us.
If you're going to try, go all the way" - these are the words with which Charles Bukowski begins his poem
Roll The Dice about perseverance and the radical action of living fully what we undertake.
This formula, "If you try, go all the way", is a true ode to life and the decisions we make in the course of
it. Profoundly inspiring, enthusiastic, even threatening, the quotation prompts the reader to reflect and
encourages him or her to follow their own path, despite established social norms and the views of
others. Going to the end of things, even if it means leaving a feather in your cap, but where the result
will be all the more enriching and beautiful.
It is through these same words that we wish to celebrate the audacity of certain artists who want to
broaden the fields of reflection, taking the risk of upsetting codes and breaking the balance. The
exhibition entitled "RADICAL - If you're going to try, go all the way" invites us to question the meaning of
this word, which is highly stigmatised nowadays, but whose initial definition is based on a very positive
phenomenon: that of a fundamental act fully assumed, relating to the very essence of something. Thus,
this project aims to shed light on those artists who have made the wager to integrate a certain radicality
into their practice, favouring singular techniques, approaches and supports.
Hasn't it been said of conceptual art, a much-criticized movement of the 20th century, that it has been
one of the greatest artistic mutations since the Renaissance? Whatever the discipline, these so-called
"radical" artists share the same desire to let their profound nature be expressed. In this way, they allow
art to reinvent itself and evolve by proposing new experiences and new artistic forms.
At the end of the exhibition, one artist will be awarded a prize by the jury and a prize from the public
whose votes will have been collected throughout the exhibition.
The lists of the selected artists, the members of the selection jury and the members of the award jury
will be announced shortly.
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EXHIBITION POSTER
TBA
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Selection jury
The members for 2021 are being confirmed.
Here is last year’s selection jury.
●
●
●
●
●
●

Bérangère Armand, Independent curator
Bertrand Baraudou, Gallerist- Espace à vendre
Hélène Fincker, Press Secretary
Eva Vautier, Gallerist - Galerie Eva Vautier
Michèle Perez, Curator in charge of the collections of the International Naive Art Museum of
Anatole Jakovsky
Jean-Baptiste Delorme, Curator of Marc Chagall Museum at Nice
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AWARD JURY
The members for 2021 are being confirmed.
Here is last year’s award jury:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Fabienne Grasser-Fulchéri, Directrice - Espace de l’Art Concret
Johanne Lindskog, Curator of - Musée des Beaux-Arts
Cédric Teisseire, in charge of management - La Station
Nadine Tournois, Directrice - IAE Nice
Pierre Brun, Director of the Museums of the City of Nice
Hélène Jourdan-Gassin, Gallerist
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In brief
●
●
●
●
●
●

A virtual exhibition-competition designed and implemented by twelve students
An innovative project carried out in an unusual health context
A theme celebrating audacity and artistic creativity around a stigmatised term
The 8th edition of an exhibition-competition
A Selection Committee made up of professionals from the artistic and cultural world
Two award-winning artists, one by a professional jury and the other by the public

The exhibition will be held from the 19th of February to the 05th of March 2021 on the Art and
Leadership exhibition website. The dates of a possible vernissage and a possible virtual closing party
will be communicated later.
The rules of the exhibition-competition are available on the event's website
http://www.artetleadership.fr/
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tECHNICAL ARRANGEMENTS
Artists must be able to provide their work in a digital format through photography, video
and/or 3D in the case of a sculpture. For the exhibition, we need qualitative images, if the
images are not of good quality and/or do not meet the required criteria (1) we cannot
guarantee your application.
To send the works in a digital format :
Photographs, videos or 3Ds will have to be sent via "WeTransfer" to artistes@artetleadership.fr
(1) See the application form
For more information, the rules are available on the official website of the exhibition-contest:
http://www.artetleadership.fr/.
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practical information
If you would like to apply, please refer to the attached application file.

For more information, you can contact us via the email address of the Department of Artists :
artistes@artetleadership.com
Department of Administration:
admin@artetleadership.com
Department of Finance & Partnership:
finance@artetleadership.com
Department ofCommunication:
com@artetleadership.com
Department of Events & Logistics:
event@artetleadership.com
Department of Artists:
artistes@artetleadership.com
Meet our team and project on the official website, Facebook and Instagram.

http://www.artetleadership.fr/

@artetleadership

https://www.facebook.com/artetleadership/

https://www.linkedin.com/company/artetleadership/
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